The development of large software is always done by teams of people working together and struggling to produce quality software within their budget. Each person in these teams generally knows his job and wants to do it, without being bothered by other people. However, when people work towards a common goal they have to exchange data and create dependencies between each other regarding these data. If these people have to follow a process, cooperating and synchronizing with co-workers and trying to reach one's own goal becomes too di cult to manage. This may leads to frustration, lower productivityand reluctancy to follow the prede ned process. This is why some support is needed to avoid common mistakes that occur when people exchange data. In this paper, a hybrid approach to support cooperation is presented. The originality of this approach is the ability to enforce general properties on cooperative interactions while using the semantic of applications to t particular situations or requirements. This paper gives a brief idea about the general enforced properties on activity interactions. It describes in detail the semantic rules that control activity results, the impacts of the cooperation on these rules and how both of dimensions interact.
Introduction
The development of large software is always done by teams of people working together. Most of the time, these people are struggling to produce quality software within their budget. Each person in these teams generally knows his 1 job and wants to do it in the best conditions, without being bothered by other people. However, when people work towards a common goal, it is very common that they have to exchange data and that they create dependencies between each other regarding these data. If their common organization tries to impose a process to them, it may happen that, following this process, cooperating and synchronizing with co-workers and trying to reach one's own goal becomes too di cult for them to manage. This may lead to frustration, lower productivity and reluctancy to follow the prede ned process. This is why some support is needed to help people in one of the less interesting part of their jobs: be sure that the process will look like it has been followed and avoid common mistakes that occur when people exchange data.
In this paper, we will consider people who cooperate in a shared workspace in order to reach their goal. This goal is a sub-goal of the team common goal. We suppose that these people are willing to cooperate and to produce the best result they can. We also suppose that they agree to follow some prede ned process but that they don't want to lose precious time due to this process.
In this context, two approaches are usually proposed to support cooperation among people: encapsulate their activities in transactions to enforce general properties on activity interactions, or describe the cooperation process with semantic rules as part of the general development process.
The transactional approach is based on advanced transaction models that allow more concurrency between activities 1]. The transactional point of view considers each person's activity as a transaction that has to be completed to reach the sub-goal. The process point of view 2, 3, 4] considers each person's activity as a task which has to be completed in a prede ned order and with some speci c conditions. Most of the time, approaches that cover these two points of view are biased towards one of them.
However, these two points of view are essential in cooperative applications because there is no single correctness criterion like those proposed by the transactional approach to support cooperation. Rather, the notion of what is correct may vary from application to application and from task to task. Hence we need semantic rules. But unfortunately semantic rules do not allow to enforce general properties on activity interactions.
In this paper, we address this limitation by proposing a hybrid approach to support cooperation. This approach enforces general properties on activity interactions and uses the semantic of applications to t particular situations or requirements. This paper gives a brief idea about the general enforced properties on activity interactions, describes in detail the semantic rules that control activity results and how both of dimensions interact.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The next section provides an overview of the context in which we are placing this work and gives the main principles of the hybrid approach. Section 3 shows how the correctness of activities results is speci ed by means of constraints de ned on states and state sequences of the shared workspace. Section 4 illustrates the impacts of cooperation on constraints and the impacts of constraints on cooperation. It de nes a new algorithm for monitoring constraints in cooperative applications and provides three strategies to evaluate them in this context. Section 5 gives a brief idea about the implementation done in the COO software development environment. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Cooperation and Software Development
Cooperation can be considered from many points of view 5]. In this paper, we consider cooperation from the point of view of working and exchanging data asynchronously in a shared and persistent workspace. This corresponds to something very common in software development environment. Development objects (speci cation, code .. .) are stored in a repository (a database, a con guration management system or a le system). Users associated to the development activities access these objects to modify them.
Specify(graph)
Build ( Each development activity has its own goal which may be divided in subgoals. For example, in gure 1, the goal of the activity Build(graph) is to build the library graph. In order to achieve their goal, activities cooperate.
Cooperation Principles
In our context, we consider only speci c kind of cooperation. We say that two activities cooperate if they exchange results during their execution through a shared workspace. An object in the repository is de ned by a couple (id; v) where id is the object identi er and v is its value. The above execution can be interpreted as follows:
At the beginning of A 1 , the repository contains only the object spec with v 0 as value. We represent the initial state of the repository by: (spec, v 0 ) . The user working in A 1 starts building the context of his activity. He accesses the speci cation of the library spec, then creates a local copy spec 1 of that object in the local memory of his activity (spec 1 read(spec)). He invokes a tool to create a local object graph 1 This execution is a simple example of a cooperation between two activities. It shows how cooperation can be useful and harmful at the same time. In this case, the user of A 2 can start his work early with a preliminary version of graph. This is good for productivity. Users do not have to lose their time waiting for some result to start their work. This can also be harmful if A 2 does not take care to update his work with the nal version of graph. This may cause some major inconsistencies that would not exist without cooperation.
Our proposal tries to overcome these problems while providing users with more exibility. We want users to keep the control, i.e., how, when and with whom they cooperate, and to help them to avoid possible inconsistencies that may be induced by the cooperation. To reach this goal, we propose an approach that takes into account at the same time the correction of interaction between activities and the correction of activity results in order to ensure what we will call hybrid correctness.
Hybrid Correctness Principle
Our approach to support useful cooperation while avoiding its dark side is to separate correctness into two dimensions: correctness of cooperative interactions and correctness of individual behavior 6].
Correctness of cooperative interactions tackles the problem of concurrency control. In other words, it synchronizes the exchange of shared objects between activities. This correctness dimension is ensured by a syntactic protocol described in section 2.3.
Correctness of individual behavior avoids semantic errors introduced by the users associated to an activity. It takes into account the values of the products (is the product tested, is the code compiled without errors ?) and the sequences of values of products (the product is tested before its delivery to the client ..). This dimension is ensured by a constraint monitoring algorithm that we detail in section 3.
We want to be sure that both dimensions are taken into account during development activities, i.e. that neither cooperative interactions nor individual behaviors introduce inconsistencies. We want to be sure that all executions that are accepted by our system belong to the intersection between activities that have consistent results and those that have correct interactions (Fig. 3 ).
Co ns is t e n t R e s u l t s Cor rec t In te ra c t io ns E xe cu ti on s Se t One of the main issue in this context is that we cannot consider activities and their executions one by one but as a whole. Interactions due to cooperation introduce dependencies that have to be managed. Another fundamental issue is that users are behind activities. They are working interactively and are conducting creative actions. They do not want to be bothered by other users actions and they do not want to see their work corrupted by others. Users need to keep control on the way they cooperate.
Our general philosophy regarding both dimensions is to allow users to do almost anything that they want, provided that, at the end of their activities, from an external point of view, everything appears just as if things had been done following the right process and without inconsistencies. Both dimensions that are described in the following sections have been de ned with this idea in mind.
Correctness of Cooperative Interactions
To overcome synchronization problems between activities which are executed in parallel, we use a transactional approach: each activity is executed as a
The main di erence between COO-transactions and classical transactions (ACID transactions) 8] is that COO-transactions are not isolated.Two COOtransactions can cooperate by exchanging data during execution through the repository. Of course, the others properties Atomicity, Consistency and Durability 9] are preserved.
The COO-transaction model proposes a syntactical correctness criterion: the COO-serializability 7]. This criterion can be seen as an evolution of the classical correctness criterion of transactions, serializability 9] to support cooperative execution. The COO-serializability criterion guarantees that during cooperative interactions, dirty read will be compensated and that there will be no lost update (all nal results will be taken into account) 7]. These properties of cooperative interactions are enforced by a syntactical protocol (COO-protocol) which synchronizes the exchange of results among cooperative transactions. It is based on the following synchronization rules:
1. If a transaction produces an intermediate result then it must produce the corresponding nal result at the commit time.
If a transaction reads an intermediate result of another transaction then
it must read the corresponding nal result.
If a transaction reads an intermediate result of another transaction then it
becomes dependent on that transaction. This dependency is deleted when the transaction reads the corresponding nal result. 4. In the case of a cyclic dependency among transactions, the transactions are grouped. They form a group of cooperative transactions. All transactions in a group must terminate their execution at the same time and in an atomic way (all or nothing).
The execution of the gure 2 is COO-serializable: A 2 has read the nal result of graph produced by the transaction A 1 . This means that the cooperative interaction of A 1 and A 2 is correct. Imagine now that transaction A 2 does not read the nal result of graph (Fig. 4) .
The execution of the gure 4 is not COO-serializable: the user of A 2 has read an intermediate result of graph but he has not read the corresponding nal result. In this case, the dirty read of the object graph has not been compensated. The transaction A 2 can not terminate its execution. The termination operation of A 2 is canceled and A 2 remains active. The COO-protocol based on COOserializability never oblige a transaction to abort its work.
To summarize, the COO-protocol has the following advantages. without having to wait until the end of the activity on which he did depend. In this context, we say that activities are not isolated but insulated 10]. The syntactical protocol, introduced above, allows to control the correctness of cooperative interactions, but it does not avoid errors due to inconsistent behaviors of activities users.
Let us consider the execution of the gure 2. The cooperative interaction of this execution is correct according to the COO-serializability: the transaction A 2 has read the nal result of graph. However, we do not have any guarantee on the quality of graph (is graph tested ?, compiled without errors ? ) nor about how graph has been produced (is graph compiled before it has been tested .. .). The goal of the individual correctness is to provide such a guarantee without restricting the ability for users to cooperate.
Correction of Activity Results
A common way to provide guarantees on product quality is to de ne a set of constraints in the repository and to check that these constraints are veri ed.
It is widely recognized that the quality of a product is not only a ected by its properties but also by its production process. In our context, where activities do not produce simple database update but actual products, constraints should not only guarantee properties on states but also on the way these states are produced. To support that, we need to express constraints that cover both dimensions Static constraints describe the properties of objects that must hold in each state of the repository. These constraints represent, in some way, quality criteria of a product. For example, \the design of a module is approved". Intuitively, this constraint describes the fact that at each moment the design of each module, which is accessible in the repository, is approved.
Static constraints do not allow to de ne constraints on process i.e. constraints on states transition and on state sequences. For instance, we can not de ne constraints like \the product is never delivered to a customer before its veri cation". This is why we need dynamic constraints.
Dynamic constraints de ne properties that must hold on states sequence of the repository. They de ne, in some way, criteria on the quality of processes. For example, \the code of a module is never produced before the validation of its design", means that it is necessary to have in the repository a state in which the design of a module is approved before having a state in which the code of that module is developed.
Constraints De nition
Our model to de ne constraints is based on the work of 11, 12] . Each constraint is de ned as follows: c i (x 1 : t 1 ; : : :; x n : t n ) : (x 1 ; : : :; x n ) where c i is the constraint identi er, x 1 ; : : :; x n are free variables, t 1 ; : : :; t n are types respectively of x 1 ; : : :; x n (our objects are typed, each object has a type. For example, d: Design means that the object d is of type Design).
is the formula to verify. A formula is built from non temporal formula ( rst order predicate, by iterative applying of logical connectives:^; _; ); :) extended with temporal operators (always, sometime, after, before . .. ) 13]. For example, the static constraint \The design of a module is approved" can be de ned by:
approved is a predicate. It is true if the variable d is approved and false otherwise. The dynamic constraint \A product delivered to a client has been tested before" can be de ned by: c 2 (prod : Product) : sometimeapproved(prod) beforedelivered(prod) approved (delivered) is a predicate. It is true if the product is approved (delivered) and false otherwise.
Temporal logic has been used in our environment because it provides us with a unique formalism to describe both static and dynamic constraints declaratively 14]. However, the approach we propose in the following sections could be applied with other formalisms (Petri nets, for example).
Monitoring Constraints in a Cooperative Environment
The fundamental hypothesis on which are based all constraints monitoring algorithm is that transactions are serializable and atomic 15]. Everything appears just like if the transactions were executed one after the other. Thus algorithms do not have to consider any kind of interaction between them. Moreover, transactions can be rolled back and in the case of constraints violation, the transaction is aborted.
These hypothesis cannot be applied in our case. Transactions are neither isolated nor serializable and they are of long duration. We cannot force them to abort. Moreover, we cannot consider that each state of the repository will be consistent regarding constraints. Our approach does not only break isolation but it also breaks consistency. 
Impact of cooperation
The main impact of cooperation on constraints evaluation is related to the fact that activities do not execute in isolation and can share intermediate results.
As a consequence, if, as traditionally, constraints are checked on the new state produced at the end of the activities, all the constraints cannot be checked.
Let us take two activities t 1 and t 2 . t 1 : Modify(dA), t 1 modi es the design of module A and t 2 : Modify(cA) modi es its code. Suppose also that we have the following constraints: c 1 : The designs of the modules are approved, which is de ned by: \c 1 (d : Design) : always approved(d)", approved is a predicate which is true if the variable d is approved and false otherwise. Only the transactions which manipulate objects of type \Design" can instantiate this constraint. c 2 The code of all the modules is compiled which is de ned by: \c 2 (c : Code) : always compiled(c)", compiled is a predicate which is true if the variable c is correctly compiled and false otherwise. Only the transactions which manipulate objects of type \Code" can instantiate that constraint. These constraints are de ned in the repository. Figure 5 shows a possible execution of t 1 and t 2 . 2 ) and the constraint c 1 is veri ed (the nal result of t 1 (the design of module A dA) is approved). The state of the repository produced at the termination of t 1 is consistent with respect to the constraint c 1 . We symbolize such a a state by: (dA; approved) (cA; :compiled) . In this state, dA veri es the constraint c 1 . However, the constraint c 2 is not considered, as the result of t 1 has no impact on it. Thus although there is an intermediate result in the repository that prevents constraints checking, we may accept t 1 termination. We suppose that in some future state, t 2 will produce the valid nal result that will satisfy all the constraints. At the end of t 1 , the object dA is consistent and at the end of t 2 , the object cA is consistent. Thus, at the end of t 1 and t 2 all the objects in the repository are consistent i.e. the repository is in a consistent state.
Formally, the degree of consistency ensured by cooperative transactions is weaker than the one ensured by classical transactions: we can not say that the repository is in a consistent state at the end of each transaction. However, we consider that it is su cient in a cooperative framework because it allows to ensure users that they are working in a correct way and that a consistent state will be reached in the future.
In other words, in cooperative framework, only objects modi ed by transactions must be consistent. In contrast, it is important to ensure that all the objects will be consistent at the end of all cooperative transactions. In the COO environment, this is ensured on the one hand, by the syntactical protocol (Section 2.3) and on the other hand, by the constraints monitoring algorithm which ensures the consistency of nal results.
One of the main issues that remains is that sometimes a transaction cannot terminate because some intermediate values prevent the evaluation of the constraints that are concerned by the transaction results. These intermediate values may have been produced by another transaction.
As we said before, our general philosophy implies that users do not want to be bothered by cooperation. However, they have sometime to pay some price for that. This is what is explained in the following section.
Constraints Evaluation with Intermediate Results
A constraint is evaluable if all the objects that can instantiate this constraint are nal results, i.e. are not intermediate results.
For example, if we consider the constraint \c 1 (x; y): always (x < y)" which means that the value of x is always smaller than the value of y. The initial value of x is 100, the initial value of y is 150, the transaction t 1 modi es the object x and the transaction t 2 modi es the object y, as shown in the gure 6. In this situation the constraint c 1 is not evaluable. The termination operation of t 1 is aborted. To overcome this kind of problem, we have studied the three following strategies:
1. The transaction terminates its execution and delegates the validation of its constraints to other active transactions. 2. It evaluates its constraints on the last nal results of the objects, which are not nal. 3. It delays its termination until it can evaluate its constraints, i.e., new nal values are produced. In the following, we detail these di erent strategies and explain the advantages and the disadvantages of each one.
First strategy: The Other Will Validate the Constraints
According to this strategy, the transaction t 1 of the gure 6 can terminate its execution. t 1 supposes that t 2 will validate c 1 at its termination. Thus, we can have the state: (x,170) (y, 120) at the end of t 1 (Fig. 7) . This solution can lead to di erent kind of problems:
1. If t 2 wants to abort, the repository becomes inconsistent. 2. t 2 may also do the same with other transactions (with other constraints) and at the end none will be able to produce a consistent state.
This solution removes the responsibility of activity to produce consistent results. This is incompatible with our vision of cooperation.
Second strategy: Constraints are Validated Against the Last Consistent Results
Another possible solution is to evaluate constraints on the last nal consistent results. The execution in the gure 8 illustrates this strategy. At the end of t 1 , its constraint c 1 is not evaluable because of the intermediate result of y produced by t 2 . t 1 can evaluate c 1 on the last nal consistent value of y. In the above execution, the last nal consistent value of y is (y = 150). Now the transaction t 1 can terminate its execution: the constraint c 1 is valid for (x = 140; y = 150).
Note that, in some cases, the constraint may be evaluated to false. In this case, the user of the transaction has to continue working until the satisfaction of the constraint. This is a valid solution when at least two versions of each object are kept. It has the advantage of avoiding t 1 to be bothered by t 2 when t 1 does not want to cooperate with t 2 . In this case, t 1 is actually serialized before t 2 as in a classical case without cooperation.
This strategy has two main disadvantages. On the one hand, it compares objects of di erent generations. In some cases this does not have sense. For example, it is not really interesting to compare the speci cation and a code of the same module but of two di erent generations (versions). On the other hand, it is necessary to store at least the last two values (versions) for each object. The current value and the last consistent one. This means that we need a multi-versions repository (at least two versions) to control the di erent versions of objects.
However, it has a main advantage which is avoiding t 1 to be bothered by t 2 , if it does not want to, i.e. t 1 is not obligated to cooperate.
Third Strategy: Waiting for the new nal results
If at the termination of a transaction, its constraints are not evaluable then its termination operation is aborted and the transaction waits for the termination of other transactions (Fig. 9) . At the end of t 1 , the constraint c 1 is not evaluable because of the intermediate result of y produced by t 2 . t 1 waits for the termination of t 2 .
After the termination of t 2 , the constraint c 1 becomes evaluable. t 1 checks c 1 and terminates its execution.
This strategy can introduce in some cases a \deadlock" between the transactions. Suppose now that the transaction t 1 has produced an intermediate result of x and t 2 has also produce an intermediate result of y (Fig. 10) . In this execution, t 1 must wait for the termination of t 2 and in the same time t 2 must wait also for the termination of t 1 . In this situation, there is a deadlock between t 1 and t 2 .
In fact, reaching a deadlock between transactions means that each transaction needs the other one. A very rough solution in this case is to apply the rst strategy to remove the deadlock. A better solution to this problem is to invite the transactions to cooperate a in order to terminate their execution simultaneously.
If we apply this strategy to the previous example, the two transactions t 1 , t 2 can cooperate by reading their intermediate results reciprocally (Fig. 11) 
Constraints and Cooperative Transaction Groups
In the case of a cyclic dependency between cooperative transactions, the transactions are grouped by the syntactical protocol and form a group of cooperative a Of course, starting a cooperation with other users is under the individual responsibility of each user. The environment does not obligate users to cooperate. With respect to the constraints, a group of cooperative transactions can be seen as a unique transaction. This transaction terminates its execution when the last transaction in the group terminates. The constraints of the group are the union of the constraints of the transactions composing the group. Thus, the termination of the last transaction of the group is the same as a termination of an ordinary transaction: at its termination, the transaction must produce a \consistent state" of the repository. In this state, all the constraints must be evaluable and valid.
Consider again the execution of the gure 11. In this execution, the transaction t 1 and t 2 can terminate their execution as depicted in the gure 12.
(Remember that the transaction t 1 cooperate with t 2 in order to make the constraint c 1 evaluable).
The execution of the gure 12 is interpreted as follows: The transaction t 2 tries to terminate its execution, its termination operation is rejected since t 2 has not read the \potentially" nal result of x produced by t 1 . t 2 continues its execution. It reads the value of x and accepts to terminate with this value. At the termination of t 2 (the last transaction of the group), the constraint c 1 of t 1 and t 2 is evaluable and valid. Thus, t 2 can terminate its execution. The termination operation of t 2 terminates the execution of t 1 and t 2 simultaneously.
The above example shows how the cooperation allows the transactions t 1 and t 2 to satisfy their constraints.
Summary
In summary, in the case of cooperative activities, the monitoring algorithm can be de ned as: if the constraint is not evaluable then apply the second or the third evaluation strategy else if the constraint is not veri ed then continue working else produce a new state (Commit) endif endif
The second strategy evaluates the constraints on the last nal results of the objects while the third strategy delays the transaction termination and invites it to cooperate with other transactions.
To check the validity of the constraints, we have adapted the approach developed in 18, 12] as detailed in 14, 19] . If a constraint is not valid, it is the responsibility of the user to continue working until the satisfaction of the constraint. Notice that in some situations although the user continues working, he is unable to validate the constraints. To solve this problem, we propose in 20] two forward recovery technics but this is out of the scope of this paper.
Implementation
The syntactical protocol and the constraints monitoring algorithm described in this paper have been implemented in the COO software engineering environment. COO is organized in services 21]. The Transactional Service implements the syntactical protocol. The Constraints Service implements the constraints monitoring algorithm. The constraints are represented by formulae of temporal logic. As we said, we have adapted the approach developed in 18, 12] to check the validation of the constraints as described in 14] .
The implementation of the algorithm has been done in the case of a at organization of the activities (all the activities are at the same level and they shared the same database) and in the case of a hierarchical organization (model of nested transactions) 19, 20].
Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown from a theoretical point of view that it is possible in a software development environment to reconcile the need of freedom of developers and the control mania of managers. The hybrid approach of Coo provides a framework which allows people to exchange informations informally (intermediate results), provided that they synchronize at some point in order to get back to some consistent state from the concurrency and process point of views ( nal result). Thus we allow users to break isolation and consistency providing that at some time, they pay the price and do some work to reestablish isolation and consistency. We expect that this approach is viable in design environments as it is the case in software development.
We have also pointed out the synergy which exists between synchronization and constraints checking. Sometimes, constraints checking triggers some information exchange between activities that will avoid subsequent process iteration; sometimes, cooperation is used to allow to validate constraints that could not be validated by an activity alone. The feasibility of the approach has been proved by a prototype implementation that integrates the Coo-protocol and constraints checking.
Today, we are designing a new version of the prototype that will be easier to deploy in order to conduct middle scale experimentation of the approach in software development and in other domains 22]. This will help us to assess the approach and to identify more precisely actual user needs.
